Earlier reports and studies have endorsed the consortia concept as a vehicle for reorganizing medical education and restructuring the physician workforce. This report by the Council on Graduate Medical Education, which serves in an advisory capacity to the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services and to Congress, concurs in this assessment. In support, the report reviews the background of the consortia concept, noting that there is no common operative description that defines current medical education consortia. To sort out the many variations, the Council surveyed several current consortia, collecting and analyzing data on how they perceive themselves, and on their organizational and administrative structures. The report examines and tabulates data on key attributes (mission/membership, governance/authority, administration/management, and medical education programs); measures outcome (educational enhancement, workforce reform, improved administration); takes note of barriers to success (market competition, financial constraints); probes weaknesses; offers a vision of an idealized model; and advocates the funding of several demonstration projects. The report reiterates support of consortia-run medical schools, teaching hospitals and community training sites; and calls for a "shared responsibility" approach to funding graduate medical education; development of national standards for education consortia, and health care reimbursement incentives that promote consortia development. (Contains 160 references.) (JLS)
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The Council on Graduate Medical Education (COGME) was authorized by Congress in 1986 to provide an ongoing assessment of physician workforce trends and to recommend appropriate federal and private sector efforts to address identified needs. The legislation calls for COGME to serve in an advisory capacity to the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, and the House of Representatives Committee on Commerce. By statute, the Council was to terminate on September 30, 1995. It has been extended under appropriations legislation.

The legislation specifies that the Council is to comprise 17 members. Appointed individuals are to include representatives of practicing primary care physicians, national and specialty physician organizations, international medical graduates, medical student and house staff associations, schools of medicine and osteopathy, public and private teaching hospitals, health insurers, business, and labor. Federal representation includes the Assistant Secretary for Health, DHHS; the Administrator of the Health Care Financing Administration, DHHS; and the Chief Medical Director of the Veterans Administration.

Charge to the Council

The charge to COGME is broader than the name would imply. Title VII of the Public Health Service Act, as amended by Public Law 99-272 as amended by Title III of the Health Professions Extension Amendments of 1992, requires COGME to provide advice and make recommendations to the Secretary and Congress on a wide variety of issues:

1. The supply and distribution of physicians in the United States
2. Current and future shortages or excesses of physicians in medical and surgical specialties and subspecialties
3. Issues relating to international medical school graduates
4. Appropriate federal policies with respect to the matters specified in items 1-3, including policies concerning changes in the financing of undergraduate and graduate medical education (GME) programs and changes in the types of medical education training in GME programs
5. Appropriate efforts to be carried out by hospitals, schools of medicine, schools of osteopathy, and accrediting bodies with respect to the matters specified in items 1-3, including efforts for changes in undergraduate and GME programs
6. Deficiencies and needs for improvements in existing data bases concerning the supply and distribution of, and postgraduate training programs for, physicians in the United States and steps that should be taken to eliminate those deficiencies

In addition, the Council is to encourage entities providing graduate medical to conduct activities to voluntarily achieve the recommendations of this Council specified in item 5.

COGME Reports

Since its establishment, COGME has submitted the following reports to the DHHS Secretary and Congress:

- Scholar in Residence Report: Reform in Medical Education and Medical Education in the Ambulatory Setting (1991)
- Sixth Report: Managed Health Care: Implications for the Physician Workforce and Medical Education (1995)
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Executive Summary & Recommendations

PROLOGUE

The United States faces an overabundance of physicians that will extend well into the next century, most of the excess being accounted for by certain categories of specialists and subspecialists. At the same time, policy makers, the managed care industry and leaders of academic medicine express concern that the traditional medical education system is not providing all the competencies necessary for the effective practice of medicine in the modern health care marketplace. More training in ambulatory care, more community-based physician role models and more interaction with other health care professionals are increasingly advocated.

The physician workforce is the product of a large and heterogeneous enterprise—an enterprise that has been slow to change in the past and which has yet to achieve consensus on how to reshape itself for the future. At the core of this heterogeneity is a broad and complex mission involving health care, biomedical research and medical education. More than mission complexity, however, reform is hampered by the absence of an integrated system of governance for medical education.

Fragmented governance is a particular problem at the level of graduate medical education, where hospital executives, clinical service chiefs, medical school deans and academic department chairs often represent different constituencies, and have to respond to a confusing plethora of accrediting and certifying bodies and other professional organizations. The increasing emphasis on education in ambulatory care settings, puts further stress on the present system of governance.

In order to teach those competencies necessary in a managed care world and to contain health care costs, multiple health care provider and planning organizations must be involved. The day when medical education could be confined to one entity, the university hospital or its surrogate, has passed. Once said, then new systems for addressing physician workforce issues, for the measurement and maintenance of educational quality, for the administration of educational programs, for allowing input from the various stakeholders, and providing for an equitable distribution of resources are both reasonable and necessary. In principle, the consortium concept fulfills this need.

Many authorities, including the Council on Graduate Medical Education (COGME)—most notably in its Fourth Report, have endorsed consortia as a vehicle for reorganizing medical education and restructuring the physician workforce while maintaining the flexibility to draw upon the expertise and ingenuity of a broad and diverse group of stakeholders. Consortium advocates stress that consortia would be better positioned than any national organization to deal with local or regional medical training realities and health care needs. They believe that consortia would improve the organizational structure and governance of residency training programs and would provide an equitable mechanism for distributing residency training positions. They believe also that consortia would bring together the complementary strengths of different institutions, thereby enhancing educational quality and better aligning education with the needs of the newly emerging health care system.

Two recent national surveys of graduate medical education consortia—conducted by the Association of American Medical Colleges in conjunction with the Maine Medical Center in 1993 (MMC/AAMC Survey) and the Center for the Health Professions at the University of California, San Francisco in 1995 (AAMC/CHP Survey)—have indicated that consortia do provide a framework within which medical education, especially graduate medical education, can be critically examined and an equitable forum within which all interested
constituencies can participate. Indeed, existing consortia can point to enhanced working relations and management efficiencies with justifiable pride (Tables 15 & 16).

However, despite an almost universal commitment to enhancing education (Tables 2 & 3), relatively few consortia have dealt with medical education in a truly comprehensive fashion (Tables 12 & 13). Nor have consortia, as a group, yet instituted changes that would be expected to influence the size, composition, geographic distribution or diversity of the physician workforce (Tables 4, 5 & 14). Given that relatively few consortia control residency positions, or the resources that accompany residency positions (Tables 8–11), these findings are not entirely unexpected.

Given this mixed performance, the question arises whether the widespread adoption of consortia would be an appropriate vehicle for reorganizing the presently fragmented graduate medical education system. In thinking about this, it is important to emphasize that the development of consortia is not a goal unto itself. Rather, it is a means to an end. There is no inherent linkage between the concept of educational consortia and either the quality of medical education or physician workforce reform. One can exist without the other, and one does not necessarily result in the other.

Nonetheless, COGME believes that the consortium concept provides the inherent organizational flexibility needed to draw upon the expertise of the broad and diverse group of stakeholders that, collectively, will be necessary to reorganize medical education. Further, COGME believes that appropriately structured consortia would provide the foundation upon which substantive physician workforce reform could take place.

The promotion of medical education consortia should not be seen as a rejection of other innovative approaches to reorganizing graduate medical education. Given the mixed results emanating from existing consortia, present uncertainty regarding the shape of the future health care system, and the overall complexity of the task at hand, it would be premature to mandate the use of educational consortia as the sole vehicle for restructuring the physician workforce.

Educational consortia are presently burdened with expectations and hobbled by the lack of real authority. It is unrealistic to expect consortia to improve the structure and governance of medical education and to align physician training with health care needs unless they are appropriately structured and have access to the resources to do so. In seeking to define how educational consortia could best serve as both a catalyst and a unifying force in reorganizing medical education, this report addresses questions of organizational structure, authority and responsibility, examines funding mechanisms and how educational resources should be distributed, and provides policy makers with a blueprint for action.

COGME believes that consortia should include medical schools, teaching hospitals and community training sites, and promote an interdisciplinary approach to health care delivery. To be effective, COGME believes that consortia must have local sponsorship authority and responsibility for graduate medical education, and access to the financial resources necessary to reform graduate medical education.

COGME supports a “shared responsibility” approach to funding graduate medical education, in which all payers of health care participate, and proposes that consortia be eligible to receive graduate medical education payments. COGME also proposes that graduate medical education payments be disbursed to training sites on the basis of actual expenses incurred. Finally, COGME advocates funding a series of consortia demonstration projects, establishing an appropriately constituted body to oversee the development of national standards for educational consortia, and enacting health care reimbursement incentives to promote consortium development.

DEFINING EDUCATIONAL & WORKFORCE OUTCOMES

Organizations function best when they have a comprehensive vision. In the case of educational consortia, this vision should include a mission that is anchored by a commitment to providing each and every graduate with all necessary career-specific competencies. However, a focus on individual competency is insufficient: Consortia should also entertain a broader view of competence, one whose frame of reference is the physician workforce as a whole. Simply put, “workforce competence” requires that the overall process of medical education be organized within the framework of societal needs and expectations.

Consoritia must recognize the need for a national workforce that, collectively, has relevant practice, research and educational expertise. Consortia must also recognize the need for a rationally distributed regional workforce with appropriate generalist and subspecialist practice skills. And consortia must also be responsive to social and political needs, championing the need for a physician workforce
that reflects the diversity of the population from which it is drawn. Thus, although education should be a consortium's primary priority, its product must also be able to meet present and future health care needs.

Consortia, no less than any other academic constituency, will be asked to defend their “education template”. This does not mean that consortia have to reinvent the entire process of medical education, assume all (or even most) of the responsibilities of their individual members, or usurp the prerogatives of accrediting or licensing bodies. Rather, consortia should function as umbrellas under which medical education is reorganized, acting as guardians of the educational environment and ensuring that their product has societal relevance. In these matters they should act for and on behalf of their members, already having organized and catalyzed the necessary internal debate and already having led the partnership to a collective, if not unitary, view of its future.

To do so effectively, consortia will need clearly delineated educational and workforce goals, a strong sense of national and community health care needs, and the inherent authority to better align education with present and future physician workforce needs. Perhaps not surprisingly, consortia with a mission that includes workforce reform as a priority, have been more successful in enhancing generalist practice skills and increasing the output of generalists than consortia that lack an explicit commitment to reshaping the physician workforce (Figure 3).

Studies of existing consortia have also shown that management efficiencies are achieved more commonly, and that the cost of administering educational programs is less, in consortia with a mission that explicitly identifies improving the administration of educational programs as an organizational priority (Figure 4). A commitment to management excellence and an efficient administrative infrastructure will almost certainly also be important determinants of the ability of consortia to advance medical education and reform the physician workforce.

With these considerations in mind, COGME recommends that consortia should:

- Set explicit educational and workforce goals and evaluate their accomplishments;
- Participate with local/regional health care agencies in determining health resource needs; and
- Adapt programs in response to national, state and community health resource needs.

DETERMINING THE CONTENT & ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF MEDICAL EDUCATION

Undergraduate, graduate and continuing medical education, though in many ways operationally distinct, nonetheless represent a continuum of educational activity. Indeed, “life-long learning” is an attribute that medical educators have long sought to instill at the earliest possible time in their students. Most would agree, too, that medical practice, research and education are inextricably linked, education being the vehicle that translates research into practice both within and across generations. Given this broad context, inherently multilateral organizations such as consortia are ideally situated to bring together the many disparate institutions and groups—medical schools, teaching hospitals, managed care organizations, community training sites, and so on—now required to educate physicians. Continued compartmentalization of the teaching functions of these critical resources can only be counterproductive.

Organizational membership not only presupposes mission but also provides insight into the feasibility of achieving stated goals. A goal to facilitate the transition from medical student to supervised practitioner (resident) makes little sense if medical schools and teaching hospitals are not present. Reshaping residency programs may be an unachievable goal unless hospital executives, deans, clinical service chiefs, and academic department chairs and can all be brought to agreement. A goal to enhance interdisciplinary approaches to health care delivery, makes little sense unless a broad spectrum of health professionals is sitting at the table. Likewise, plans to enhance ambulatory care training in community settings is unlikely to succeed without the active involvement of public health authorities and physicians in practice. Indeed, it is difficult to visualize a quality medical education program in the future that does not involve a variety of different constituencies, that is not collaborative in outlook, and that is not sensitive to the differences between its individual partners.

Medical schools have particular expertise in curriculum development and evaluation, as well as research and scholarly activities. Hospitals and community training sites have particular expertise in the art and practice of medicine, and are required for both undergraduate and graduate medical education. The consortial model would provide for a free interchange of ideas, for resource sharing and for the coordination and strengthening of programs. Already common in university-based or affiliated residency programs, consortia could also extend the
programs already have substantive relationships to residency programs not presently so endowed. Consortia could also help to translate the full potential of medical student-resident interactions, already so important in the inpatient arena, to the ambulatory care environment as well.

Consortia could also serve as a vehicle to maintain an appropriate balance between education and clinical service—between the resident as “student” and the resident as “employee”. This may be particularly important where overlapping, and therefore potentially competitive, health care delivery systems form the operational matrix of a consortium. In such circumstances, the consortium should assume the primary responsibility for delineating just how a common educational mission will interface with the different delivery systems involved.

Given these considerations, it is not surprising that almost all existing consortia include allopathic or osteopathic medical schools (Table 4). Although some in the medical education community have expressed concern that medical schools (or large academic medical centers) would inevitably dominate consortia, many existing consortia appear to function democratically and in most cases the other partners do not feel dominated by the medical school (Table 7). Moreover, the majority of the country’s allopathic graduate medical education programs already have substantive relationships with the nation’s medical schools. In the osteopathic community, similar ties have recently been extended and codified by the approval of a new graduate medical education accreditation system that requires all Osteopathic Postdoctoral Training Institutions (essentially consortia of different graduate medical education sites) to contain at least one school of medicine.

Thus, consortia should ensure that the training environment is sufficiently broad to encompass all elements of graduate medical education and, where appropriate, undergraduate medical education as well. Towards this end, the training environment should be carefully evaluated, and enhanced where necessary. Medical professionalism, scientific literacy and a commitment to life long learning are the foundation of medical education, but the curriculum must also provide graduates with the ability to practice effectively in the modern health care environment. Generalism should be fostered, specialist practice and procedural skills enhanced, and the research and educational expertise of the physician workforce assured. The recruitment and promotion of women and minorities should be given attention and the problem of the medically-underserved in rural and inner city areas should also be addressed.

A central element of this model is that the consortium, acting collectively, should have overall responsibility for graduate medical education, channeling reform in appropriate directions, even though its individual members will retain the agents of the educational process itself. The model assumes that medical schools will retain primary responsibility for undergraduate medical education, but that consortia, rather than hospitals or any other group, institution or organization involved presently or in the future in training residents, will have primary responsibility for graduate medical education. Such an approach is intended to strengthen and reshape medical education by facilitating interactions between medical schools, hospitals, community teaching sites, managed care organizations, and the like. Mutual interdependence, rather than the dominance of any particular partner, is the goal.

To function in this fashion, consortia must have the authority to reorganize graduate medical education within their local domain. Acting within the guidelines established by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and the American Osteopathic Association’s Council on Postdoctoral Training (and any other appropriate regulatory agencies), consortia must be able to set standards, to evaluate residency program quality, and to choose to sponsor some residency programs (but not others). Controlling the content of medical education should be the prerogative of the consortium rather than a right of individual partners, and the consortium should assume responsibility for the quality of all graduate medical education programs under its purview.

If consortia, like individual teaching hospitals presently, are to have the authority to reaffirm, and where necessary, remake their product, they must control the “currency” of graduate medical education—residency programs and positions. Present accreditation guidelines dictate that the official sponsoring institution for any residency program has ultimate responsibility for the conduct of that program. If a consortium, rather than any of its individual members, were the official sponsor, the consortium would automatically assume this responsibility. Duly constituted educational consortia are already accepted by both the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and the American Osteopathic Association’s Council on Postdoctoral Training as legitimate graduate medical education sponsors. However, unambiguous policies that would facilitate the transfer of
authority from individual institutions and programs to consortia would have to be developed.

Official sponsorship of residency programs by consortia could bring financial benefits as well. Studies of existing consortia have shown that the cost of administering educational programs is lower in consortia that function as the official sponsor of all graduate medical education programs under their purview as opposed to those in which individual members retain control of their own programs (Figure 1). Thus, official sponsorship of residency programs appears to be an important determinant of administrative success. Moreover, an efficient administrative infrastructure will almost certainly also be a critical arbiter of the ability of consortia to advance medical education and reform the physician workforce.

With these considerations in mind, COGME recommends that consortia should:

- Include medical schools and teaching hospitals;
- Include community-based training sites;
- Promote generalism and the competencies required for managed care practice;
- Foster an interdisciplinary approach to health care delivery;
- Have sponsorship authority and responsibility for graduate medical education; and
- Serve as a vehicle for coordinating undergraduate and graduate medical education.

RECEIVING & DISTRIBUTING EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Given the present methodology for calculating Medicare direct and indirect graduate medical education support, which obstructs rather than facilitates the flow of payments to consortia and community-based training sites, it is understandable that such payments almost invariably are made to hospitals and that, for the most part, individual hospitals within existing consortia maintain their own graduate medical education revenue accounts.

Despite this, a number of consortia have established some measure of collective fiscal authority. About half of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey, for example, reported that disbursement of Medicare direct graduate medical education payments was controlled by the consortium as a whole rather than by individual members (Table 10). Consortia with such authority reported management efficiencies much more commonly than consortia in which payments were controlled by individual members, and the cost of administering educational programs was lower as well (Figure 2). Moreover, developmental and operational costs were more likely to be spread equitably across the entire membership (see p. 40).

It is hardly surprising that collective control of graduate medical education payments is a determinant of administrative success. Nor that partnership equity follows the provision of fiscal authority. It is also likely that the scope and nature of the financial authority individual members cede to a consortium will be a critical arbiter of the power of the organization—and of its ability to reform medical education and reshape the physician workforce. After all, to be effective, consortia must have access to the resources essential to the conduct of graduate medical education.

Consequently, COGME recommends that consortia should:

- Have either a prospective agreement on how to determine and distribute graduate medical education payments or a common graduate medical education accounting system;
- Develop mechanisms to ensure that graduate medical education payments are disbursed to training sites on the basis of actual expenses incurred; and
- Develop mechanisms to ensure that operating costs are shared equitably by all members of the organization.

Graduate medical education is currently financed from a variety of sources, including Medicare, Medicaid, private insurers, and faculty practice plans, amongst others. However, with the exception of Medicare (and certain Medicaid programs), it has been difficult to quantitate the precise magnitude of such support or to determine whether "educational" monies are truly utilized for education. Because of this, as well as to provide a reliable and equitable financing system, medical educators (and some policymakers) are pressing for the establishment of a "shared responsibility" or "all-payer" system to finance graduate medical education. By ensuring a broad involvement of state and private sector medical insurance systems, together with Medicare, "shared responsibility" financing of graduate medical education would greatly facilitate consortium development, and COGME strongly supports such an approach.
The financing of community-based education is particularly troublesome because of statutory limitations on the direct flow of Medicare graduate medical education payments to health care delivery sites other than hospitals and fiscal disincentives that limit the ability of hospitals to channel Medicare graduate medical education payments to community-based ambulatory care sites. The capital costs of developing non-traditional educational sites and the negative impact of education on clinical productivity in the ambulatory environment raise similar concerns.

Legislation to allow the Health Care Financing Administration to direct Medicare graduate medical education payments to appropriately constituted consortia (and other organizations legitimately involved in graduate medical education) is long overdue. Ideally, such disbursement should not only include Medicare direct graduate medical education payments, but funds equivalent in purpose to Medicare indirect graduate medical education payments as well.

Indirect graduate medical education payments provide compensation for the additional inpatient costs incurred for the specialized services and treatment programs provided by teaching institutions and the additional costs associated with the teaching of residents, and have a vital role in maintaining the financial viability of teaching hospitals. However, such “additional costs” are not restricted to the inpatient environment alone. They arise in the ambulatory care arena, be it hospital clinic or community physician office, as well. As such, they are as worthy of support as inpatient educational costs, especially as the proportion of medical education conducted outside of hospitals increases.

Mechanisms that would resolve all these difficulties have yet to be identified, but both statutory relief and fiscal incentives for academic medical centers to shift appropriate educational costs out of the inpatient and into the ambulatory environment will be needed. As residents move to non-hospital training sites, the “additional costs” born by hospitals should decline. This should allow the transfer of an appropriate portion of Medicare indirect graduate medical education payments to consortia, with subsequent flow of these monies to the non-hospital entities actually incurring the costs of ambulatory care education. Without some mechanism of this sort, it is difficult to envisage how the substantial cost of education in the ambulatory environment could be addressed.

With these considerations in mind, if consortia are to have a role in restructuring the physician workforce, COGME recommends that:

- Statutory limitations precluding the flow of Medicare graduate medical education payments to appropriately constituted educational consortia be eliminated;
- The costs of developing and maintaining hospital- and community-based ambulatory care training sites be taken into account when adjustments in Medicare direct and indirect graduate medical education payments are contemplated;
- If an all-payer system for the support of graduate medical education is enacted, appropriately constituted consortia be able to receive payments from all health care payers; and
- The costs of developing and maintaining hospital and community-based ambulatory care training sites be carefully considered in any new system for financing medical education.

**PROVIDING OVERSIGHT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT & ASSESSMENT OF CONSORTIA**

A viable consortium model must provide for a substantive role in defining educational and workforce outcomes, determining the content and assessing the quality of medical education, and receiving and distributing educational resources. Such a role is best assured by promulgating national standards for educational consortia. However, the development of standards is unlikely to proceed efficiently in the absence of an appropriately constituted oversight body.

Consequently, COGME recommends that:

- An appropriately constituted advisory body, reporting to the Secretary of Health and Human Services, be empowered to guide the development of national standards for graduate medical education consortia;
- These standards be directed at achieving national educational and workforce goals in an accountable and cost-effective manner; and
- This advisory body also oversee the assessment of the effectiveness of consortia in achieving national educational and workforce goals.

In making these recommendations, COGME recognizes the importance of similar bodies already
implemented or under consideration at the state level (for example, in New York and Tennessee), and encourages the joint development and implementation of standards for educational consortia by appropriate national, state and regional oversight bodies.

**DEFINING THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE THAT WOULD BEST SERVE EDUCATIONAL & WORKFORCE GOALS (CONSORTIUM DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS)**

If consortia are to be an integral element of the graduate medical education system, it follows that they must be structured in a fashion that will enhance their effectiveness. This should not be taken to imply that there is a single "correct" model against which all consortia should be measured or even that presently available information allows prediction of the "best" model. Nonetheless, there are certain characteristics that should be imbedded in any consortium, no matter how its developers intend to merge or restructure their individual organizations.

To justify public support, consortia demonstration projects must be committed to providing a cost-effective administrative framework within which education and workforce reform can occur. In return, all payers of health care services should provide the funds necessary to ensure successful completion of the project.

To delineate how consortia might best be structured to achieve national, regional and local educational and workforce goals in an accountable and cost-effective manner, COGME recommends that:

- Funds be provided for twelve consortium demonstration projects;
- In the absence of enactment of an "all-payer" fund for graduate medical education, the federal government provide these funds, but the states and private medical insurance sector be encouraged to provide matching support;
- Funds be awarded on the basis of a peer reviewed, competitive process;
- Four projects be initiated each year in fiscal years 1998, 1999 and 2000; and
- Each project be funded for an initial period of three years, with the opportunity for renewal for an additional two three-year periods, for a total of nine years.

To promote innovation, the financial risks inherent in these projects, especially in altering the size and composition of graduate medical education programs, should be reduced. Neither the consortium collectively, nor its individual partners, should stand to lose graduate medical education payments during the demonstration period. However, any "hold harmless" provision should be made contingent on the consortium agreeing to a "workforce contingency"; that is, agreeing to restructure its training programs in a defined fashion (see pp. 47-49 & Table 18, for an example).

With these considerations in mind, COGME recommends that:

The consortium as a whole, and its individual members, be held "financially harmless" (Medicare direct and indirect graduate medical education payments, and if possible state and private sector graduate medical education payments as well, be guaranteed at their respective levels the year prior to the award) for the duration of the award, but only provided that the consortium agrees to predefined standards for changing the size and/or composition of its residency training programs.

Demonstration project funding could also contain incentives to ensure certain organizational structures (for example, the transfer of official sponsorship of residency programs from individual members to the consortium) and to promote physician workforce policy goals (for example, increasing the proportions of generalist, women and minority residents, increasing the number of graduates practicing in Health Professions Shortage Areas, and so on) (Table 19).

**PROMOTING EDUCATIONAL CONSORTIA**

Determining how educational consortia might best be structured will likely prove a more simple task than promoting their widespread implementation. Consortia are still relatively rare. One reason for this is that, for the most part, policy makers have yet to devise financing methods that favor, or even use, consortia. To promote the development of consortia, federal and state policy makers will have to provide appropriate incentives.

Incentives to promote the widespread development of consortia could be modeled after those
established by the consortia demonstration projects. At a minimum, these should include financial incentives that would enhance the composition, geographic distribution and diversity of the physician workforce. In addition, these incentives ideally should have a “shared responsibility” mantra, including defined contributions from all payers of health care services: Medicare, Medicaid and the private insurance industry alike.

Accordingly, COGME recommends that:

- Federal and State governments develop health care reimbursement incentives for the organization of consortia that would achieve educational and physician workforce goals in an accountable and cost-effective manner;
- Reimbursement incentives include Medicare, Medicaid and private sector graduate medical education payments; and
- These incentives be phased in progressively over a period of 3 to 5 years.

EPILOGUE

Implementing and guiding such an ambitious initiative will require conscious efforts not only on the part of consortium organizers but also by policy makers and the leadership of academic medicine, as well as input and support from all sectors of the health care industry. Medical education consortia should not be viewed as a panacea for all the problems of the present system of medical education. Consortia, acting alone, cannot deal with the separation of responsibility for medical education or the malalignment of medical education with health care needs. These are tasks for the leadership of academic medicine as a whole. Nor should the concept of medical education consortia—or its avid promotion—be used to divert attention from the lack of a secure funding base for medical education, the service needs of academic medical centers or the health care needs of the uninsured. Most importantly, the promotion of medical education consortia should not be seen as a substitute for reforming the financing of graduate medical education (or medical education in general) or for substantive reform of the health care system itself.

Until there are unambiguous incentives for expanding the content, and diversifying the process, of medical education, health care delivery expectations will likely continue to exceed the performance of the present health care system. There is no inherent linkage between the concept of medical education consortia and the quality of medical education. Conscious efforts on the part of consortia to address the quality of medical education and aggressive enforcement of standards on the part of accrediting and licensing bodies will be necessary if consortia are to be a force in maintaining and enhancing educational quality. This is a task that will require the active and explicit support of the leadership of academic medicine, and a realization on the part of policy makers that quality is best assured by reorganizing graduate medical education around the institutions best equipped to deal with it—the nation’s universities and medical schools.

The idea that graduate medical education consortia, in and of themselves, will be able to improve the composition, geographic distribution and diversity of the physician workforce is also seriously flawed. There is no inherent linkage between the concept of medical education consortia and the achievement of national physician workforce objectives. Conscious efforts on the part of consortia to address physician workforce objectives and appropriate incentives on the part of policy makers to encourage and require them to do so will be necessary if consortia are to be a means or a force in meeting those objectives. This is a task that will require extensive input from all sectors of the health care industry and the experience of a broad range of social, economic and legal policy experts as well.

COGME believes that the consortium concept could serve both as a catalyst and as a unifying force in reorganizing medical education. COGME further believes that appropriately structured educational consortia could provide a solid foundation upon which substantive educational and workforce reform could take place. Such a role requires that consortia have the local authority and responsibility to determine the content and assess the quality of medical education, to define educational and workforce outcomes, and to receive and distribute educational resources.

COGME considers support of the specific recommendations in this report a wise and prudent investment in the continuing effort to provide the nation with easy and equal access to comprehensive, high quality health care. However, COGME emphasizes that although consortia may provide a fertile environment for reform, reform will not take root until more deep-seated problems in the governance and financing of medical education are resolved and the health care system itself is restructured. It is only within such a broad context that an appropriate template for the reform of medical education will be found.
The Consortium Concept

BACKGROUND

The United States faces an overabundance of physicians that will extend well into the next century, most of the excess being accounted for by certain categories of specialists and subspecialists. Whether the number of primary care practitioners will be sufficient to meet the needs of the newly emerging health care system is more controversial, a clear determination hinging on precisely how this group is defined, the extent to which subspecialists already provide primary care, the feasibility of retraining subspecialists as generalists, and the roles that will be assumed by advanced practice nurses and other non-physician providers in the health care delivery system.

At the same time, policy makers, the managed care industry and leaders of academic medicine express concern that the traditional medical education system is not providing all the competencies necessary for the effective practice of medicine, especially in the modern health care market place. More training in ambulatory care, more community physician role models and more interaction with other health care professionals are increasingly advocated.

The physician workforce is the product of a large and heterogeneous enterprise—an enterprise that has been slow to change in the past and which has yet to achieve consensus on how to reshape itself for the future. At the core of this heterogeneity is a broad and complex mission involving health care, biomedical research and medical education. More than mission complexity, however, reform is hampered by the absence of an integrated system of governance for medical education in general, and for graduate medical education in particular.

The separation of responsibility for medical education between universities, medical schools and teaching hospitals makes coordination, let alone substantive change, difficult. It is at the “interfaces” that the lack of a seamless educational continuum is, perhaps, most evident. Given the current division of responsibility between universities and medical schools, for example, how can pre-medical and medical undergraduate courses in the sciences and humanities be integrated? Similarly, given the division of responsibility between medical schools and teaching hospitals for undergraduate and graduate medical education, how can the transition from student to supervised practitioner be facilitated?

Fragmented governance is a particular problem at the level of graduate medical education, where hospital executives, clinical service chiefs, medical school deans and academic department chairs often represent different constituencies and have to respond to a confusing plethora of accrediting and certifying bodies and other professional organizations. The increasing emphasis on education in ambulatory care settings puts further stress on the present system of governance.

Reform is made more difficult still by the erosion of what was previously a relatively secure funding base for graduate medical education, by uncertainty regarding how an expansion of ambulatory care education will be financed, and by the heavy service needs of academic medical centers, many of which shoulder a disproportionate share of medical care for the indigent.

In order to teach those competencies necessary in a managed care world and to contain health care costs, multiple health care provider and planning organizations must be involved. The day when medical education could be confined to one entity, the university hospital or its surrogate, has passed. Once said, then new systems for addressing physician workforce issues, for the measurement and maintenance of educational quality, for the administration of educational programs, for allowing input from the various stakeholders, and providing for an equitable distribution of resources are both reasonable and necessary. In principle, the consortium concept fulfills this need.

EXPECTATIONS & DEFINITIONS

Given the turmoil in the health care system, suggestions that academic medicine lacks an appropriate template for reconfiguring medical education, especially graduate medical education, are hardly surprising. It is within this context that the formation of local or regional “educational consortia” has been advanced as a way to reorganize medical education. Consortium advocates stress the importance of recognizing and promoting diversity in an inherently pluralistic society. They also point to the fact that different medical schools and graduate medical education programs have diverse, and oftentimes complementary, strengths and objectives, and that this diversity is the ultimate source of the spirit of inquiry and innovation that will be necessary to anchor any future health care system.
Thus, while not necessarily excluding a coordinating or oversight role for a national council, consortium advocates emphasize the need to maintain control of graduate medical education, and especially the distribution of training positions, at a local or regional level.

Mutual partnerships and collaborations have long been an essential element for successful medical education, and consortia provide a means of perpetuating, and where necessary expanding, such interactions in the future. Consortia presently occupy the middle portion of the spectrum of entities involved in graduate medical education, bridging the territory between traditional affiliations on the one hand and acquisitions or mergers on the other. Consortia differ substantially from affiliations, which imply no formal organization or collaboration beyond that stipulated by the agreement, are typically bilateral (rather than multilateral), and are usually negotiated independently with each partner (rather than collectively among a broader range of partners). Consortia also differ substantially from acquisitions or mergers, which lead to the formation of a single organization (rather than a cooperative alliance of institutions with shared interests) and imply a pooling of all assets and a surrender of fiduciary control (neither of which occurs during the formation of a consortium).

Graduate medical education consortia are presently extremely varied organizations—so much so that finding a common operating definition is problematic. Proponents of educational consortia oftentimes use the term loosely while embracing the concept to advance a particular agenda. Nonetheless, the expectations of several key advocacy groups and the definitions used in two recent national surveys of educational consortia provide a convenient starting point for amplifying the consortium concept.

**Council on Graduate Medical Education (COGME)**

- The consortium approach is most compatible with the principles established for attaining workforce goals for total supply and specialty mix.
- The consortium approach minimizes federal government micromanagement and maximizes private sector input, flexibility and creativity.
- Each consortium collectively would make decisions about its mix of positions based on local needs and under broad national guidelines.
- Decisions would be made collectively, based in part on local, state and regional health care system requirements and the quality of the educational setting.
- Each consortium would be required to include one or more allopathic or osteopathic medical schools and a diversity of other organizations who produce physicians or which represent the public.
- Designating a medical school responsible and accountable for the consortium would help integrate the currently fragmented system of undergraduate and graduate education.
- All institutions training residents would be required to join a consortium.
- Graduate medical education funds would be provided to approved academic consortia who commit to limit total positions filled in accredited programs to those allocated and to contribute to the national goal of producing 50% generalist graduates.
- The funds would follow residents to their sites of training to cover appropriate faculty and overhead costs, as well as the costs of coordinating the consortium.

**New York State Council on Graduate Medical Education**

- Graduate medical education consortia, with medical schools playing an integral role, are the optimal organizational structures for graduate medical education.
- Consortia can enhance the educational quality of residency programs.
- Through consortia, medical schools, their affiliated hospitals, and other teaching sites can jointly define the educational needs of residents and coordinate the development of core curricula, placement of residents, and allocation of educational resources in a way that is both efficient and responsive to the needs of society.

**Association of American Medical Colleges**

- Forming medical education consortia...could permit and facilitate residency program sponsors and educational sites to address objectives such as better integration and continuity of undergraduate and graduate training programs.
- ...could enhance program quality, improve resident recruitment and services, provide and encourage increased ambulatory care
experiences, and coordinate planning of medical education and service delivery systems.

- . . . might provide an effective mechanism for interfacing local work force, educational, and delivery system considerations with planning and associated activities of the National Physician Resources Commission and with regional, state and local commissions.

- All consortia would involve one or more medical schools to facilitate continuity in education.

- Existing sponsors of graduate medical education programs, especially hospitals, would be important participants in any consortium.

- Each consortium would develop its own governance arrangements in accord with local considerations.

**American Osteopathic Association**

- The evaluation and approval of osteopathic postdoctoral training programs has recently been changed, and now focuses on the accreditation of “Osteopathic Postdoctoral Training Institutions” (OPTIs)—which function as graduate medical education consortia.

- The benefits realized from this new process will include the assessment of an institution’s financial and philosophical ability to provide quality training programs, and the assurance to interns and residents of entering educationally and financially stable programs.

- An OPTI consists of one or more colleges of osteopathic or allopathic medicine (approved by the American Osteopathic Association or the Liaison Committee on Medical Education), one or more hospitals (approved by the American Osteopathic Association or the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations), and non hospital ambulatory sites such as community health centers, medical group practices or managed care entities.

- The required partnership within an OPTI between the traditional hospital training site and the osteopathic medical school assures a necessary bond of clinical and didactic training.

- Each OPTI shall at a minimum offer an internship and two residency programs, at least one of which must be in primary care (family medicine, internal medicine, obstetrics and gynecology or pediatrics.

- The minimum number of approved and funded training positions in each of the OPTI’s participating institutions’ internship programs is four (4). The minimum number of approved and funded training positions in each of the OPTI’s participating institutions’ residency programs is three (3).

- All institutions holding American Osteopathic Association postdoctoral training approval prior to implementation of OPTI accreditation must apply for accreditation as a new OPTI during a four year phase-in period, to be completed by 1999.

**MMC/AAMC Survey of GME Consortia**

- Formal associations among one or more medical schools, teaching hospitals and other organizations involved in residency training developed to provide centralized support, direction and coordination for member institutions, so that they can function collectively.

- Consortia differ substantially from the affiliation agreements between hospitals and medical schools which imply no formal organization or collaboration beyond that stipulated by the agreement. Affiliation documents are typically bilateral and negotiated independently by a medical school with each affiliate.

- Consortia also differ from Area Health Education Centers (AHECs).... AHECs have served in a number of instances as the bases for graduate medical consortia, but AHECs have a broader mandate. They have trained many types of health professionals and addressed health care delivery issues, primarily in underserved areas.

**AAMC/CHP Survey of GME Consortia**

- Formal partnerships, involving two or more separate institutions involved in graduate medical education, formed to reorganize or strengthen medical education and characterized by shared and joint decision making.

- “Separate” was chosen in order to exclude organizations that might otherwise have met the definition, but which function as fully merged corporate entities. Although the education and/or workforce goals of such organizations may mirror those of graduate medical education consortia, their governance and operational unity distinguish them from consortia.

- “Shared and joint decision making” was chosen as the key governance element because
without it mutual trust, so important to the functioning of a multilateral organization, would be unlikely to flourish.

- "Joint decision making" was also utilized to help separate consortia from traditional affiliations. Affiliation agreements are usually organized by and around a single dominant entity, most often an academic medical center or major teaching hospital. Affiliated institutions may be part of a consortium, but an affiliation agreement in and off itself does not constitute a graduate medical education consortium if it lacks the joint decision making element.

- Consortia may be multidisciplinary in nature (i.e., include two or more medical specialties or disciplines) or involve only a single medical specialty or discipline (e.g., family practice, pediatrics, orthopedics, etc.).
Key Attributes

Any examination of the purpose of educational consortia must take into account at least three conceptually distinct, but operationally intertwined, elements: maintaining, and where necessary, enhancing the quality of medical education, especially graduate medical education ("educational enhancement"), generating and maintaining a well-balanced physician workforce ("workforce reform"), and improving management, and potentially reducing cost, by providing consistency across different training sites and sponsors and by providing an effective forum for dispute resolution ("improved administration"). The dynamic tension between these three core themes, when blended by the differing goals, alliances and constituencies of a particular organization’s architect, should produce a dominant theme or purpose that is reflected in the mission, structure (governance and authority) and function (operations) of a consortium. These themes should also be evident in the consortium’s educational programs and in its overall impact or achievements.

Whatever the specific goals and overall structure of a particular consortium, there is a common set of attributes that will influence its success as a vehicle within which a variety of partners with oftentimes disparate interests must function. Two recent surveys of graduate medical education consortia—conducted by the Association of American Medical Colleges in conjunction with the Maine Medical Center in 1993 (MMC/AAMC Survey)\(^6\) and the Center for the Health Professions at the University of California, San Francisco in 1995 (AAMC/CHP Survey)\(^7\)—have striven to define these attributes while describing the present status of educational consortia in the United States. The MMC/AAMC Survey included 36 functioning consortia that accounted for nearly 10% of all graduate medical education programs and 17% of all residents nationwide. The AAMC/CHP Survey included many of these consortia, but analysis was restricted to the 30 multidisciplinary, non-military consortia that made up two-thirds of the respondents—a database that is estimated to represent about 80% of such consortia operating in the United States in the latter half of 1995. The major findings that have emerged from these two surveys are summarized in succeeding sections.

**MISSION & MEMBERSHIP**

A wide variety of reasons are given for convening consortia, with dispute resolution, improving the recruitment of residents, and enhancing the content and administration of educational programs figuring most prominently (Table 1). However, no matter how laudatory, none of these individually can substitute for a collective vision centered around one or more of the dominant themes already described: educational enhancement, workforce reform and improved administration. Most consortia have varied missions. In the AAMC/CHP Survey, only about one-third of consortia reported a single priority, generally educational enhancement or improving administration (Table 2). In contrast, over two-thirds reported that they had multiple priorities—priorities that almost always included educational enhancement, however.

---

**TABLE 1 – Reasons for Convening Consortia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve member relations</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve resident recruitment</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve teaching resources</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum design</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralize payroll, benefits, resources</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate undergraduate &amp; graduate education</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate accreditation</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase ambulatory experiences</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase physicians in underserved areas</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase generalist physicians</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase minority physicians</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia choosing the reasons specified.

Source: MMC/AAMC Survey\(^6\)

**TABLE 2 – Dominant Themes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education, workforce &amp; admin</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education &amp; workforce</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education &amp; administration</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce &amp; administration</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia giving the highest possible priority to one or more of three individual themes (see text for details).

Source: AAMC/CHP Survey\(^7\)
Although the vast majority of consortia consider enhancing the quality of graduate medical education an important part of their mission,16,17 they have considerably less interest in undergraduate or continuing medical education (Table 3). Nonetheless, virtually all currently active consortia include at least one medical school, and several have multiple medical schools.16,17 As of late 1995, at least 32 different allopathic schools (25% of the allopathic schools in the United States) and two osteopathic schools were involved in multidisciplinary graduate medical education consortia.17

Relatively few consortia actively participate in the training of non-physician health care professionals (Table 3). This is hardly surprising given the paucity of non-physician schools or training programs in consortia (Table 4). Likewise, relatively few consortia include public health centers, community practices, and health care planning agencies as members.

Education and workforce goals are not always clearly delineated by consortia. As many as one-third of consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey did not have formal vision/mission statements, and where such statements existed important elements were sometimes missing.17 For example, although about three-quarters of these statements explicitly recognized the importance of community-based education, only about half noted the importance of the scientific basis of medical practice, and only a minority included comments on aligning health care provider output with health care needs or matching practice skills with the needs of the delivery system.

In contrast to the strong emphasis on enhancing education, fewer consortia consider workforce reform an important objective (Tables 1 & 5). In the AAMC/CHP Survey, although increasing the output of generalists was generally viewed favorably, there was considerably less interest in reducing subspecialist output, and few consortia displayed enthusiasm for limiting the overall number of physicians trained (Table 5).

Likewise, although certain individual consortia may have felt differently, for the most part consortia manifested only limited interest in improving either the diversity or geographic distribution of the physician workforce (Table 5). They also expressed little interest in restructuring the research workforce, an indifference that included not only basic biomedical research but clinical investigation and health services research as well (Table 5).
GOVERNANCE & AUTHORITY

Less than half of the consortia responding to the MMC/AAMC Survey had governing boards that set policy. In the AAMC/CHP Survey (Table 6), about half of the consortia were legally incorporated, functioning with a board of directors and formal by-laws; the remainder were either governed by an institutional agreement, which included a formal memorandum of understanding and a joint oversight committee or structured as informal cooperative ventures, consensus driven and organized around a common working group. Despite such structural differences, many consortia appear to function democratically, with equal representation and input by all members, rather than being directed by a medical school or teaching hospital (Table 7).

Although many consortia have policy-setting governing boards of one type or another, they vary greatly in their scope of authority, relatively few having formal, written policies defining such important operational issues as the management of graduate medical education revenues and expenses, negotiating rights, dispute resolution and member sanctions. In contrast, a majority of consortia do have formal policies regarding such basic issues as changes in governance, voting rights, admission of new members and graduate medical education program sponsorship.

In the MMC/AAMC Survey, only slightly more than half of the consortia had authority to allocate resources; in the remainder, individual members acted just as they would have in the absence of a consortial relationship. Moreover, those consortia that did allocate resources usually did so by determining numbers of residency positions rather than by providing financial support for residents or faculty.

In the AAMC/CHP Survey, the majority of consortia felt that they had sufficient authority to enhance education, including authority to set educational standards and evaluate training program quality (standards & quality evaluation) and authority to distribute residency positions between competing programs in the same discipline (GME sponsorship—education) (Table 8).

However, authority to effect changes in the physician workforce was more varied. The majority of consortia felt that they had authority to allocate residency positions between different disciplines (GME sponsorship—workforce), but a distinct minority reported having authority to give preference to applicants who planned careers as generalists (generalist preference) or who planned to practice in medically underserved areas (practice location preference) (Table 8).

ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT

Having authority is one thing, but translating it into operational control may be quite another. This is perhaps best illustrated by considering graduate medical education program sponsorship. Ideally, one might expect a single official sponsor, the consortium itself, in each discipline (“official” being defined in terms of recognition by the appropriate accrediting body). However, less than half of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey reported that they officially sponsored all the programs operating within their member institutions (Table 9).

One might also expect to find a single, integrated program in each discipline or specialty represented in the consortium (“integrated” being defined as a single, unified program in a particular discipline with residents rotating through member
institutions, as appropriate). If nothing else, this would obviate the need for distributing residents among competing programs of variable quality. However, only about one-third of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey had integrated graduate education programs in all specialties or disciplines represented, and several consortia had no integrated programs at all (Table 9).

Governance and authority are also reflected in fiscal operations. Not surprisingly, the vast majority of consortia maintain individual hospital-based accounts for Medicare direct graduate medical education payments (trainee salaries/benefits, supervising faculty salaries/benefits, and allocated overhead).17 Perhaps more pertinent, however, is whether a consortium, rather than its individual members, controls the disbursement of residency training funds. Interestingly, fully half of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey reported that residents' salaries and benefits were controlled by the consortium as a whole.17

Aside from the Medicare and Medicaid programs, many consortia also receive funding from other sources, including a variety of Title VII programs, the Department of Veterans Affairs, state and local government appropriations and grants, and private foundations.16,17 In a number of consortia support is also derived from member contributions or taxes,17 and one can reasonably assume that graduate education payments from private insurers are involved as well.

Exactly how all these revenue streams are treated is unknown, but costs are not always equitably distributed. For example, only about half of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey reported that overall costs (defined as all the costs of doing business—operating costs, capital investment, debt service, and so on) were proportionally shared by all members of the consortium (Table 10). In contrast, less than one-quarter of the consortia in the earlier MMC/AAMC Survey reported proportional cost sharing. Whether the difference in the two studies is sample related, reflects differences in the way financing was dealt with in the two questionnaires, or represents a real change over time is unclear.

For reasons of efficiency alone, one might expect consortia to have common, centralized administrative and management systems covering such areas as resident recruitment (advertising, application procedures, selection standards, and the like), financial policies (salaries, financial counseling, loans, loan deferment, and the like), personnel policies (benefits, work hours, moonlighting, grievance procedures, and the like) and scheduling policies and procedures. For quality as well as administrative reasons, one might also expect common standards, policies and procedures for resident supervision and evaluation, and perhaps for the evaluation of supervising faculty as well. Given the importance and complexity of program accreditation, the overall evaluation of graduate medical education program quality might also be expected to be an undertaking of the consortium as a whole. However, the available information does not support the widespread adoption of common administrative procedures by consortia (Table 11).

---

**TABLE 9 – GME Program Organization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GME Program Sponsorship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consortium sponsors—all .................. 41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consortium sponsors—some ................ 31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consortium sponsors—none ................. 28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GME Program Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All integrated ................................ 37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some integrated ............................. 53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None integrated ............................. 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia with GME programs organized as specified (AAMC/CHP Survey—left column; MMC/AAMC Survey—right column). NA = not available; GME = graduate medical education.

Source: MMC/AAMC & AAMC/CHP Survey16,17

**TABLE 10 – Finances**

| Proportional sharing of costs ........... 52% | 18% |
| Underwritten by teaching hospital(s) ..... 35% | 42% |
| Underwritten by medical schools .......... 3% | 10% |
| Special appropriations or grants .......... 10% | 30% |

Percentages of consortia characterizing cost apportionment in the manner specified (AAMC/CHP Survey—left column; MMC/AAMC Survey—right column).

Source: MMC/AAMC & AAMC/CHP Survey16,17

**TABLE 11 – Administration and Management**

| Resident recruitment .................... 40% |
| Financial & personnel policies .......... 53% |
| Resident supervision & evaluation ...... 23% |
| Faculty evaluation ....................... 33% |
| Graduate medical education program quality ...... 53% |
| Interface with outside organizations 53% |
| Educational resource management .......... 20% |

Percentages of consortia with common, centralized management in the areas specified.

Source: AAMC/CHP Survey17
MEDICAL EDUCATION

Consortia should not be expected to reinvent the entire process of medical education or even to assume all the responsibilities of their individual members. Nor would it be productive for consortia to deal with discipline-specific competencies. Instead they should function as umbrellas under which medical education is reorganized and as guardians of the educational environment, ensuring appropriate emphasis of those aspects of medical education that should be common in the training of all physicians no matter their particular specialty or ultimate mode of practice.

Six broad areas—training program orientation, clinical resources, teaching resources, role models & mentors, curriculum, and evaluation & assessment—were assessed in the AAMC/CHP Survey. In each area, consortia were asked to consider whether the consortium as a whole, as opposed to any of its individual members, had addressed a series of from 7 to 10 specific educational elements. Respondents were told that, at a minimum, “addressed” implied the existence of a well-defined plan to bring the issue to closure, but that complete resolution need not be considered a prerequisite for a positive response.

PROGRAM ORIENTATION

To assess the “balance” between education and service, the following issues were examined: resident caseloads and work hours, career and personal counseling opportunities, presence of computerized medical information systems (laboratory and radiology reports, and so on), availability of ancillary clinical (nurse specialists, physician assistants, and the like), technical (phlebotomists, respiratory therapists, and the like) and clerical support, and resident transportation between training sites. With the exception of work hours, personal counseling and computerized information systems, many consortia have yet to address these issues.

CLINICAL RESOURCES

Numbers and types of ambulatory and hospitalized patients, patient diversity (gender, ethnic, cultural), practice diversity (modes of practice, delivery models, and so on), community-based training sites, extended care training sites (nursing homes, rehabilitation facilities, and the like), and the ease of clinical information transfer between training sites (availability of computer networks, and so on) were all considered. With the exception of community-based training sites and practice diversity, two issues of special importance in the new training environment, most consortia have yet to address these issues.

TEACHING RESOURCES

The evaluation of teaching resources included: training both residents and faculty to be effective teachers and supervisors, structured learning programs (case-based teaching, simulated patients, and the like), computer-based teaching (interactive programs, telemedicine, and so on), medical reference systems (medline, virtual libraries, and so on), the development of a critical mass of clinician educators, the nurturing of community-based faculty, and administrative support for educational programs. It is noteworthy that a substantial majority of consortia have addressed the need to provide appropriate administrative support to their educational programs, and a majority have also dealt with faculty training and computerized medical reference systems. However, most have yet to address the remaining issues.

ROLE MODELS & MENTORS

This category included an assessment of the availability of role models and mentors with expertise in: primary care practice, practice in medically-underserved areas, and research (clinical investigation, behavioral research, health services research, and so on). The need for a gender and racially diverse faculty was also evaluated. With the notable exception of primary care practice, most consortia have yet to deal directly with these issues.

CURRICULUM

Only curriculum elements that could be applied broadly, across all specialties, were chosen for scrutiny: medical ethics; informatics (information evaluation and management); public health (health maintenance, nutrition, disease prevention, and the like); epidemiology; decision analysis and clinical effectiveness (outcomes) research methodology; technology assessment and utilization; clinical protocols, outcomes tracking and physician performance review; insurance, managed care and capitation economics; health care law and risk management; and clinical practice management. With the exception of medical ethics and informatics, most consortia have yet to address these issues.
EVALUATION & ASSESSMENT

Consortia might be expected to review applicant and matriculant quality, and to maintain records of the practice choices and locations of their graduates. They should oversee policies and procedures for evaluating trainee performance, and set generic guidelines for the assessment of the attitudes and behavior, knowledge, and analytical and procedural skills of their trainees. They should also oversee the policies and procedures for evaluating supervising faculty performance. However, with the exception of policies and procedures for evaluating trainee performance, most have yet to deal with these issues.17

SUMMARY

Relatively few consortia appear to have dealt with medical education in a comprehensive fashion. In none of the six general areas examined, for example, had a majority of the consortia that responded to the AAMC/CHP Survey addressed all the specified elements (Table 12). Perhaps even more striking is the number of consortia that had not addressed any of these elements (Table 12).

TABLE 12 – Medical Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Orientation</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Resources</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Resources</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role Models &amp; Mentors</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation &amp; Assessment</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia that had addressed all or none of the elements in each of the six areas specified (see text). N = number of individual elements in each area.

Source: AAMC/CHP Survey17
Outcome Measures

Measuring the success of any organization ultimately requires objective standards by which performance can be judged. Although external standards will generally be more rigorous, internal standards should not be neglected. Indeed, ongoing self study has become a widely accepted mechanism for quality improvement. In the final analysis, consortia, no less than any other educational organization, will be held to the same expectations. The evaluation of accomplishments is important for any organization, but especially so when that organization is part of a relatively small group being promoted as a new model of medical education.

Given that evaluation is necessary, it must be recognized that a temporal element is involved as well. New organizations require time to register significant accomplishments, especially when trying to change ingrained patterns of behavior, and even well established organizations evolve over time. Multilateral organizations with oftentimes disparate interests like consortia are likely to evolve slowly, with a pace set by blossoming trust and mutual interdependence. In evaluating the achievements of consortia it is also well to keep in mind that there are at least three standards against which consortia could be judged: against the expectations of consortium advocates, against their own priorities, and against potential competitors such as integrated health systems.

Sufficient information is now available to begin to compare the performance of consortia against their own priorities as well as against the expectations of advocates and policy makers. How consortia and integrated health systems compare as educational vehicles is an issue that is likely to assume increasing importance in the near future, as both increase in numbers and influence. However, no information is available to provide the basis for such a comparison at the present time.

Whatever the particular methodology employed in evaluating the achievements of consortia, attention should be given to all three broad areas defined earlier: educational enhancement, workforce reform and improved administration (including both working relations and organizational efficiency to support educational programs).

### TABLE 13 – Achievements: Educational Enhancement

**Trainee Attributes**
- Medical professionalism: 56%
- Scientific literacy: 63%
- Life long learning: 53%

**Trainee Skills**
- Generalist Practice skills: 58%
- Subspecialist practice skills: 29%
- Interdisciplinary practice skills: 50%
- Managed care practice skills: 35%
- Health services research skills: 53%
- Clinical research skills: 68%
- Basic biomedical research skills: 35%
- Educational skills: 63%

**Educational Experiences**
- Ambulatory experiences: NA, 58%
- Continuity of care experiences: 68%
- Community-based education: 60%

**Educational Environment**
- Curriculum design: 63%, 61%
- Quality of resident applicant pool: 50%, 64%
- Appropriate role models & mentors: 60%
- Research environment: 63%

**Overall Educational Outcome**
- Graduate medical education: 90%
- GME training program accreditation: 85%, 61%
- Undergraduate medical education: 80%
- Continuing medical education: 60%
- Other health care professionals: 35%

Percentages of consortia reporting improvement in the areas specified. AAMC/CHP Survey—left column: data from consortia in operation for at least two years. MMC/AAMC Survey—right column: data from all consortia responding to the survey. NA = not available; GME = graduate medical education.

Source: MMC/AAMC & AAMC/CHP Surveys16,17
practice skills, ambulatory and continuity of care experiences, and community-based education. However, many consortia appear to fall short in other areas relevant to clinical practice in the modern health care marketplace, perhaps most notably

### TABLE 14 - Achievements: Workforce Reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All physician</td>
<td>45%†, 22%§</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalists</td>
<td>50%†, 56%§</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subspecialists</td>
<td>28%†, 0% §</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diversity</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>53%†</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minorities</td>
<td>50%†</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All underserved areas</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural areas</td>
<td>37%†</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner cities</td>
<td>33%†</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Workforce</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health services researchers</td>
<td>20%†</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical investigators</td>
<td>35%†</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic biomedical researchers</td>
<td>17%†</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia reporting increases in the production of physicians of the types specified. AAMC/CHP Survey—left column: †consortia in operation for at least two years, §consortia in operation for less than two years. MMC/AAMC Survey—right column. NA = not available.

Source: MMC/AAMC & AAMC/CHP Surveys

### Table 15 - Achievements: Improved Administration

#### Working Relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Relations</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching hospitals</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical school(s) and hospitals</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Relations</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community physicians</td>
<td>53%†, 67%§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GME program sponsors/payers</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory agencies</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed care organizations</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia in operation for at least two years reporting improved relations among members (internal relations) or with other individuals or organizations (external relations).

† Between community physicians and teaching hospitals.
§ Between community physicians and medical school(s).

Source: AAMC/CHP Survey

### IMPROVED ADMINISTRATION

In general, consortia are quite positive about their ability to improve working relations. In the MMC/AAMC Survey, 81% of the responding consortia reported improved collaboration between the “university and the community” and “dispute resolution” was noted to have been improved by 61% of consortia. Similar results are evident in the AAMC/CHP Survey, in which a more detailed series of questions—covering both internal and external relations—was posed (Table 15). Almost all consortia reported improved internal working relations. However, external relations were less consistently improved. Interestingly, very few consortia
reported improved working relations with managed care organizations.

For the most part, consortia are also very enthusiastic about their ability to enhance organizational efficiency (Table 16). Perhaps most impressive is the perceived reduction in the overall cost of graduate medical education administration, reported by a solid majority of consortia in the AAMC/CHP Survey.

The broader achievements reported in the AAMC/CHP Survey, as compared to those in the MMC/AAMC Survey, may represent sample differences or be due to the fact that no adjustments were made in the earlier study for the time that the consortia had been in operation. When the AAMC/CHP data are recalculated using all consortia, rather than just those in existence for longer than two years, the percentage reporting reduced costs decreases by approximately 10%. Indeed, achievements in all areas—including the coordination of residents' salaries and benefits and the coordination of undergraduate and graduate education—are reduced when more recently formed consortia are included in the analysis.

### Table 16 – Achievements: Improved Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordination of salaries &amp; benefits .......... 84%, 79%†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident recruitment .................................. 68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident supervision .................................. 68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident evaluation .................................. 74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervising faculty evaluation ......................... 65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training program evaluation .......................... 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination of UME &amp; GME ............................. 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training site development ............................. 74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting of GME funds ............................... 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of GME program administration .............. 60%, 55%§</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia reporting improved organizational efficiency. AAMC/CHP Survey—left column: data from consortia in operation for at least two years. MMC/AAMC Survey—right column: data from all responding consortia.

† Salaries and benefits, respectively.

§ Derived from the responses to two separate questions.

UME, GME = undergraduate and graduate medical education, respectively

*Source: MMC/AAMC & AAMC/CHP Surveys*
Confounding Influences

Although educational enhancement, workforce reform and improved administration are the central forces that would be expected to drive the development and operations of an educational consortium, other potent (and potentially confounding) influences may shape consortia. Not surprisingly, market competition and financial constraints were issues of special concern (Table 17).

MARCET COMPETITION

The market forces catalyzing the development of integrated health care systems may distort underlying educational or workforce goals and objectives. Thus, although not an independent driving force, the concurrent formation or expansion of an integrated health care delivery system may be a powerful modifying influence on consortium development and operations. Indeed, given seemingly ever increasing competitive forces, some have questioned whether an educational network that crosses the boundaries of a single delivery system would be viable.20 This has relevance not only to the implementation of consortia but also to the issue of medical school control—especially when one considers the dichotomy between the concept of school control and the reality of today’s medical schools, which are becoming increasingly intermeshed with delivery systems.21

In organizing a consortium, therefore, careful consideration should be given to how the educational mission will interface with the particular health care delivery system (or systems) involved. This will be particularly important when overlapping, and therefore competitive, delivery systems form the operational matrix of the consortium, the key question being how will a common educational mission interface with the different health care delivery systems involved?

TABLE 17 – Major Barriers to Success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market competition</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial constraints</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse &amp; unclear objectives</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistrust</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient commitment</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages of consortia identifying various issues as major barriers to success. 

Source: MMC/AAMC Survey24

Confirming the complexity of educating physicians in the current environment, more than three-quarters of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey reported that their educational mission crossed independent and competing health care delivery systems.17 Despite this, only about onethird of these consortia felt that competition for patients had influenced the membership, structure or function of the consortium. Thus, consortia may be a viable mechanism for reorganizing education even in an era of increasing market place competition. Whether forces favoring cooperation in education versus competition in patient care delivery will be appropriately balanced in the future remains to be seen. How to foster collaboration in education in a competitive health care environment has become one of the central questions of the time, and it is often with this in mind that policy makers turn to educational consortia as one potential answer.

FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS

GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION FUNDING

Graduate medical education is currently financed from a variety of sources, including Medicare, Medicaid, private insurers, and faculty practice plans, amongst others.22 However, with the exception of Medicare (and certain Medicaid programs), it has been difficult to quantify the precise magnitude of such support. Because of this, as well as to provide a reliable and equitable financing system, medical educators (and some policy makers) are pressing for the establishment of a “shared responsibility” or “all-payer” fund for graduate medical education.21

Most recently, an all-payer fund was explicitly supported in a Consensus Statement on the Physician Workforce jointly released by the Association of American Medical Colleges, the American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine, the American Medical Association, the American Osteopathic Association, the Association of Academic Health Centers, and the National Medical Association: “A national all-payer fund should be established to provide a stable source of funding for the direct costs of graduate medical education (resident stipends and benefits, faculty supervision and program administration, and allowable institutional costs).”24
By ensuring a broad involvement of state and private sector medical insurance systems, together with Medicare, "shared responsibility" financing of graduate medical education would greatly facilitate consortium development, and COGME strongly supports such an approach. However, it should be recognized that a substantive role for consortia in education and workforce reform is not dependent on the availability of a common pool of graduate medical education monies. Nor is it dependent on the enactment of pending legislation regarding the establishment of specially designated trust funds for undergraduate and graduate medical education.\textsuperscript{25}

The designation of consortia as recipients of Medicare graduate medical education payments has long been a goal of the National Council on Graduate Medical Education\textsuperscript{26} and this concept was also supported in the recent Consensus Statement on the Physician Workforce: "Payments should be made from this [all-payer] fund to entities that incur the costs of graduate medical education, whether they be hospital-based or not, or to other entities, such as consortia, that have been designated to receive funds on behalf of the entities incurring the costs".\textsuperscript{24}

Ideally, such disbursement should not only include Medicare direct graduate medical education payments, but funds equivalent in purpose to Medicare indirect graduate medical education payments as well. The latter provide compensation to teaching hospitals for the additional inpatient costs incurred for "... the specialized services and treatment programs provided by teaching institutions and the additional costs associated with the training of residents" (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{27} These "additional costs" are generally recognized to include operational costs (lower staff productivity, additional diagnostic tests, and so on) that are intrinsic to the educational environment. Unlike "direct" costs, which are more easily quantitated, "indirect" costs are subsumed in overall patient care costs, can only be estimated, and are an integral part of the Medicare Prospective Payment System.

As presently formulated, Medicare indirect graduate medical education payments contribute substantially to teaching hospitals' aggregate total margin and have a vital role in maintaining the financial viability of teaching hospitals.\textsuperscript{28} However, "additional costs" are not restricted to the inpatient environment. They arise in the ambulatory care arena, be it hospital clinic or community physician office, as well. As such, they are as worthy of support as inpatient educational costs, especially as the proportion of medical education conducted outside of hospitals (so-called community-based education) increases. How this is to be achieved is of increasing concern to medical educators and policy makers alike.

**FINANCING COMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATION**

The financing of community-based education is particularly troublesome because of statutory limitations on the direct flow of Medicare graduate medical education payments to health care delivery sites other than hospitals and fiscal disincentives that limit the ability of hospitals to channel Medicare graduate medical education payments to community-based ambulatory care sites.\textsuperscript{22,29} The capital costs of developing non-traditional educational sites and the negative impact of education on clinical productivity in the ambulatory environment raise similar concerns.\textsuperscript{30} Mechanisms—acceptable to policy makers and medical educators alike—that would resolve all these difficulties have yet to be identified, but both statutory relief and fiscal incentives for academic medical centers to shift appropriate educational costs out of the inpatient and into the ambulatory environment will be needed.

As residents move to non-hospital training sites, the "additional costs" born by hospitals should decline. This should allow the transfer of an appropriate portion of Medicare indirect graduate medical education payments to consortia, with subsequent flow of these monies to the non-hospital entities actually incurring the costs of ambulatory care education. Without some mechanism of this sort, it is difficult to envisage how the substantial cost of education in the ambulatory environment could be addressed.

**SERVICE NEEDS OF ACADEMIC MEDICAL CENTERS**

The financial implications of the interdependence of graduate medical education training and service delivery were cited as one of the single most important issues currently facing consortia.\textsuperscript{16,17} The clinical and ancillary service needs of academic medical centers are potentially powerful modifiers of medical education.\textsuperscript{31} Hospitals, even teaching hospitals, must have as their primary purpose patient care. Moreover, residents relieve faculty of some routine patient care responsibilities, function as faculty surrogates in clinical undergraduate medical education, provide much of the uncompensated care for the indigent, and despite recent improvements still assume significant ancillary service obligations on behalf of their training programs.
If an appropriate balance between education and clinical service is to be established other funds and other providers to support these activities will have to be identified. Whether and how such “replacement” resources will be secured is by no means clear, but the success or failure of this endeavor will have a powerful modifying influence on graduate medical education. Actual and projected reductions in Medicare funding for medical education and the flow of Medicare graduate medical education payments away from hospitals to managed care organizations not engaged in teaching, only exacerbate this problem. How policy makers adapt to these fiscal realities will greatly influence the character, especially the educational character, of consortia.
Strengths & Weaknesses

Virtually all consortia have a strong commitment to enhancing education, particularly graduate medical education (Tables 1-3). Given that they are the natural guardians of educational quality, it is not surprising that almost all consortia include schools of allopathic or osteopathic medicine. Some in the medical education community have argued that medical schools or large academic medical centers would inevitably dominate consortia, but many consortia appear to function democratically (Table 7). Even the fact that graduate medical education payments presently flow almost exclusively to hospitals does not seem to have led to undue influence by teaching hospitals within most educational consortia (Table 7).

Whereas the vast majority of consortia consider improving the quality of graduate medical education a primary priority, fewer have paid attention to undergraduate and continuing medical education (Table 3). Many consortia have yet to explicitly recognize—at least by incorporating a philosophy and appropriate language into their mission statements—that medical education is best dealt with as a continuum, and that the entire professional lifetime of the physician is the appropriate frame of reference rather than a particular, and essentially arbitrary, period of training or practice.

Despite a strong commitment to enhancing education, relatively few consortia appear to have dealt with medical education in a truly comprehensive fashion (Table 12). Of course, it could be argued that some of the important issues not addressed by consortia themselves may have been dealt with by one or more of their individual members. However, given the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education’s institutional requirements for allopathic residency training programs and the American Osteopathic Association’s Council on Postdoctoral Training requirements for osteopathic training institutions, to be accredited and serve as an official sponsor of graduate medical education programs any organization—consortium or otherwise—must accept full and complete responsibility for medical education. Consequently, if consortia are to emerge as a new model for medical education, they will have to give appropriate attention to both the process of education and the environment in which it takes place.

Although most consortia are very positive about their overall impact on the quality of educational programs and many report progress in certain areas (e.g., improving generalist skills, ambulatory and continuity of care experiences and community-based education), many consortia have yet to deal with other areas of equal significance (e.g., enhancing interdisciplinary and managed care practice skills) (Table 13). Given the increasing importance of interdisciplinary approaches to health care delivery and the practice needs of the modern health care market place, these are deficiencies that warrant both wider recognition and appropriate attention. Moreover, despite the emerging consensus that public health and community-based medicine should assume more prominent roles in the medical curriculum, relatively few consortia include public health centers, community practices, or health care planning agencies (Table 4). Nor, for the most part, do consortia include non-physician schools or programs or managed care organizations (Table 4).

Consortia are governed in a wide variety of different ways (Table 6). Given such variety, it is pertinent to inquire how authority is translated into operations. Policy makers have envisaged considerable power for consortia, and effective reform certainly requires appropriate authority. How the various elements of a consortium’s operations are structured and managed provides insight not only into operational efficiency but, more importantly, into how intimately power has been merged, how equitably resources are shared, and whether the consortium has the authority required to meet the expectations of policy makers or even to achieve its own objectives.

Graduate medical education sponsorship and fiscal authority are perhaps the two most important measures of the administrative cohesiveness of an educational consortium, and as such are likely to be critical arbiters of the ability of a consortium to advance medical education and reform the physician workforce as well. Many consortia report that they have authority to set educational standards and evaluate the quality of educational programs, and many claim to have sufficient control over residency positions to direct (or redirect) education (Table 8). However, this authority may well be more apparent than real: Relatively few consortia officially sponsor graduate medical education programs or have fully integrated training programs (Table 9). As one might expect, administrative and management efficiencies are achieved more commonly in consortia that function as a single, centralized sponsor...
of graduate medical education programs as opposed to consortia in which individual members retain control of their own programs (Figure 1).18

The scope and nature of the financial authority that the membership cedes to the consortium as a whole is a critical arbiter of power, and is likely a strong determinant of administrative success. Given present methodologies for calculating Medicare direct and indirect graduate medical education support, which obstruct rather than facilitate the flow of graduate medical education payments to consortia and community-based training sites,29 it is not surprising that the vast majority of hospital members of present day consortia maintain separate graduate medical education revenue accounts.17 Nonetheless, a number of consortia do have some measure of fiscal authority—about half of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey reporting, for example, that Medicare direct graduate medical education payments are controlled by the consortium rather than by individual members.17 Importantly, consortia with such authority report administrative and management efficiencies much more commonly than those in which graduate medical education payments are controlled by individual members (Figure 2).18 Without the more widespread adoption of common financial planning or systems it is difficult to see how consortia, as a group, will have access to the resources necessary to truly reform medical education.

About half of the consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP survey also reported proportional sharing of the overall costs of consortium development and operation (Table 10). However, there is not a simple relationship between fiscal authority (measured as control of resident's salaries and benefits) and cost allocation. For example, of the consortia that had fiscal authority, only 71% distributed costs equitably across the entire membership. Still, this is significantly greater than the number of consortia in which fiscal authority rested with individual members: only 33% of this group reported proportional cost distribution (p<0.05; chi-square test of association).17 Thus, in this area at least, partnership equity does seem to follow the provision of appropriate authority.

Although policy makers envision an important role for consortia in restructuring the physician workforce, not all consortia have missions that include workforce reform (Tables 1 & 5). The importance of mission delineation is graphically illustrated by data from the AAMC/CHP Survey: Perhaps not surprisingly, consortia that espouse physician workforce reform more commonly report enhancement of generalist practice skills and increased production of generalists than consortia in which workforce reform is not a primary priority (Figure 3).18

Unfortunately, only about half of the multidisciplinary consortia surveyed considered improving the composition, diversity or distribution of the physician workforce a primary priority (Table 2), and even those that did may have had workforce priorities that were misdirected or internally inconsistent. For example, very few consortia displayed enthusiasm for limiting the overall number of physicians entering the workforce, and whereas many considered training generalists an important goal, far fewer rated reducing subspecialty training as important (Table 5).

Present day consortia also have limited authority and responsibility to restructure the physician workforce...
Figure 3
Consortia were asked to rate their performance in enhancing generalists' practice skills (Gen Skill; n=29) and increasing the production of generalists (GenProd; n=29). Achievements in both areas were significantly more common in consortia with a mission that included workforce reform (Work) as a primary priority than in those that did not (Other); p<0.05, chi squared test of association.

Figure 4
Consortia were asked to rate their performance in reducing the costs of graduate medical education (GME) program administration (PgmCost; n=30) and improving overall program management (PgmMan; n=29). Achievements in both areas were significantly more common in consortia with a mission that included improving the administration of educational programs (Admin) as a primary priority than in those that did not (Other); p<0.005 or better, chi squared test of association.
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workforce. Although many report that they have authority to allocate residents between different disciplines or specialties (Table 8), as noted previously relatively few consortia really control residency positions. Moreover, very few consortia have authority to take future career plans into account when selecting residents (Table 8). It is hardly surprising, then, that although the production of generalists by consortia has increased, at least until recently so has the output of subspecialists (Table 14). As yet, there is no evidence that consortia have begun to adjust to the primary care needs of the health care market place any differently than the remainder of the academic community. Nor have consortia, as a group, instituted changes that would be expected to influence the distribution or diversity of the physician workforce (Table 14). For the most part, therefore, at present the workforce effects of consortia seem to mirror those of the wider academic community.

Workforce reform should not end with considerations of the clinical workforce alone. Although primary care practitioners may be in short supply, there is evidence that clinical investigators and health service researchers are as well—so much so that some have questioned the nation’s ability to translate biomedical research into effective (and cost effective) therapy. However, consortia display little interest in improving the research workforce (Table 5), and with the possible exception of clinical research skills most consortia do not report improvements in research training (Table 14). Such attitudes may relegate consortia to a rather constrained, unidimensional educational terrain rather than positioning them in the academic mainstream or at the forefront of educational reform.

Policy makers also envision an important role for consortia in improving the administration and management of educational programs, and this is precisely the area in which consortia have been most successful to date (Tables 15 & 16). Perhaps not surprisingly, organizational efficiencies are achieved more commonly in consortia that consider improving the administration of educational programs an important part of their mission than in consortia in which administrative simplification and cost control are not viewed as mission priorities (Figure 4). Consequently, it is of concern that only about half of the multidisciplinary consortia responding to the AAMC/CHP Survey considered improving the administration and management of medical education a primary priority (Table 2), and that relatively few had set explicit management objectives. Effective management, elimination of duplicative services and economies of scale are essential in an era in which the stability of medical education funding is in doubt. Moreover, it is unrealistic to expect education and workforce reform to flourish in the absence of an effective administrative infrastructure.
**Idealized Models**

Consortium advocates stress that consortia would be better positioned than any national organization to deal with local or regional medical training realities and health care needs. They believe that consortia would serve as a vehicle for rationalizing the presently fragmented medical education system, would improve the organizational structure and governance of residency training programs, and would provide an equitable mechanism for distributing residency training positions. They believe also that consortia would bring together the complementary strengths of different institutions, thereby enhancing educational quality and better aligning education with the needs of the newly emerging health care system. Mutual partnerships and collaborations have long been an essential element for successful medical education, and consortia provide a means of perpetuating, and where necessary expanding, such interactions in the future.

Given these broad expectations, it may be pertinent to highlight the common features that consortia will likely need to facilitate their emergence as a fundamentally new approach to the organization and governance of medical education. First and foremost, consortia should include medical schools. The inherent logic of having medical education organized around the nation's universities and medical schools is perhaps best supported by present reality: Virtually all currently active consortia include one or more allopathic or osteopathic medical schools, and in the vast majority of cases the other partners do not feel dominated by the medical school. In this regard, it is also worth noting that the nation's medical schools already have substantive relationships with the majority of the country's graduate medical education programs, and that the American Osteopathic Association Board of Trustees recently approved a new graduate medical education accreditation system that requires all Osteopathic Postdoctoral Training Institutions (essentially consortia of different training sites) to contain at least one American Osteopathic Association accredited college.

It is recognized that not all authorities agree with this position. Recent changes in health care financing in the state of New York, for example, provide for the development of consortia but do not require the involvement of medical schools. This position may also raise concern in teaching hospitals presently not affiliated with a medical school. Nonetheless, most educators would agree that medical education is a continuum, and that undergraduate, graduate and continuing medical education are best treated, at least conceptually, as a whole. Moreover, it should be evident that medical practice, research and education are inextricably linked, and that education is the vehicle that translates research into practice both within and across generations.

Given this broad context, a multilateral organization such as an educational consortium is likely to provide the ideal vehicle for bringing all the necessary partners together. It is difficult to visualize a quality medical education program in the future that does not include the active participation of a medical school on the one hand or that is not sensitive to the many differences between medical schools, hospitals, community training sites and the communities they all ultimately serve on the other. The composition of a consortium is of paramount importance not only because because membership presupposes mission, but also because it provides insight into the feasibility of fully achieving the organization’s stated goals. A goal to enhance interdisciplinary approaches to health care delivery, for example, makes little sense unless a broad spectrum of health care professionals is sitting at the table. Likewise, plans to enhance ambulatory care training in community settings is unlikely to succeed without the active involvement of public health authorities or physicians in practice.

Consortia should entertain a broad view of workforce “competence”, one that incorporates both “education” and “workforce” considerations. Competence should be viewed not so much an innate characteristic, but rather a property that is only fully expressed when the overall process of medical education is organized within the framework of societal needs and expectations. With this in mind, consortia must recognize the need for a national workforce that, collectively, has relevant practice, research and educational expertise. Consortia must also be responsive to local health care needs, promoting the need for a rationally distributed regional workforce with appropriate generalist and subspecialist practice skills. And, consortia must be responsive to social and political needs, championing the need for a physician workforce that reflects the diversity of the population from which it is drawn.

Consortia must have a collective and comprehensive vision—a vision which includes a
well-defined mission anchored by a commitment to educational quality. Consortia should include medical schools and facilitate the integration of undergraduate and graduate medical education. However, the consortium collectively—rather than the medical school—should assume overall responsibility for medical education, channeling reform in appropriate directions, even though its individual members will remain the agents of the educational process itself. Consortia must also be vigilant in maintaining an appropriate balance between education and service—between the resident as “student” and the resident as “employee”.

Careful consideration should be given to how the educational mission will interface with the particular health care delivery system (or systems) involved. This will be especially important when overlapping, and therefore potentially competitive, delivery systems form the operational matrix of the consortium. In such circumstances, the consortium must assume the primary responsibility for delineating just how a common educational mission will interface with the different health care delivery systems involved.

Education and workforce goals should be clearly delineated. Graduate medical education consortia, no less than any other academic constituency, will be asked to defend their “education template”—which, at a minimum, should be designed to facilitate the process of education and to ensure that all necessary competencies are instilled in the practitioners, investigators and educators of tomorrow. Although education should be a consortium’s primary priority, its product must also be able to meet present and future health care needs. Toward this end, the training environment should be carefully evaluated, and enhanced where necessary.

Medical professionalism, scientific literacy and a commitment to life long learning are the foundation of medical education, but the curriculum must also provide graduates with the ability to practice effectively in the modern health care environment. Generalism should be fostered, specialist practice and procedural skills enhanced, and the research and educational expertise of the physician workforce assured. The recruitment and promotion of women and minorities should be given attention and the problem of the medically-underserved in rural and inner city areas must also be addressed.

Administrative goals and objectives should also be clearly delineated. In return for public funding, consortia must function in an accountable and cost-efficient manner. Moreover, without an appropriate administrative and management infrastructure, consortia will be unable to deal effectively, let alone innovatively, with education and workforce reform.

The legitimacy of an inherently multilateral organization such as a graduate medical education consortium must be above reproach. This requires more than just a common vision and well-defined mission. Ideally, the power to set policy, and to measure outcomes against expectations, should be vested in the consortium as a whole. Governance must be characterized by clear lines of authority and defined responsibilities, representative membership, and collective decision-making. Partnership equity, which includes considerations of both benefit and risk sharing, should be evident in the structure of the consortium, in its operations (especially in how resources flow) and in the setting and measurement of outcomes.

The scope and nature of the authority that the membership is willing to cede to the consortium is a good measure of collective decision making. To be effective, consortia must control the content, and be responsible for the quality, of medical education. They must have authority to reorganize medical education and to reaffirm, and where necessary remake, their product. Authority to set educational standards, to evaluate training program quality, and to choose to sponsor some training programs (but not others), should be the prerogative of the consortium rather than a right of individual partners.

To effect substantive change in graduate medical education, consortia must have the educational and fiscal authority to do so. In the final analysis, this requires control of the “currency” of graduate medical education, residency programs and positions. Graduate medical education programs in each specialty or discipline represented should ultimately be fully integrated and the consortium should be the official sponsor of all programs. This would obviate the need for distributing residents between competing programs of variable quality and eliminate duplicative administrative services, thereby enhancing both educational quality and overall operational efficiency. Although the advantages of single sponsorship are clear—and educational consortia have been accepted by both the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education and the American Osteopathic Association’s Council on Postdoctoral Training as legitimate graduate medical education sponsoring institutions—a33 — unambiguous policies and procedures that would facilitate the transfer of authority from individual programs to consortia still need to be developed.

Consortia should have centralized administrative and management systems, common resident financial and personnel policies and procedures, common resident supervision and evaluation systems, and a centralized program accreditation process. Centralized control is a direct function of
training program sponsorship—the official spon-
soring institution for any graduate medical educa-
tion program having ultimate responsibility for all
program parameters. Thus, if a consortium,
rather than any of its individual members, were the
official program sponsor, the consortium would
automatically assume these responsibilities.

To be effective, consortia must have access to
the resources—including federal, state and private
graduate medical education payments—essential to
the conduct of medical education. Ideally, this re-
quires a common graduate medical education ex-
pense system, but it may be unrealistic to expect
this when Medicare statutes and regulations pres-
ently allow only hospitals to receive graduate medi-
cal education payments. Reform of graduate medi-
cal education financing is long overdue, including
legislation to allow the Health Care Financing Ad-
ministration to direct payments to consortia as well
as to hospitals. In the meantime, and at the very
least, there must be prospective agreement, on an
annual basis, to graduate medical education re-
source distribution. Whatever the particular mecha-
nism employed, the overall costs of operating the
consortium must be shared equitably by all mem-
bers of the organization and funds must be disbursed
to members on the basis of training expenses actu-
ally incurred.
Consortium Demonstration Projects

If consortia are to be an integral element of the graduate medical education system, it follows that they must be structured in a fashion that will enhance their effectiveness. This should not be taken to imply that there is a single “correct” model against which all consortia should be measured or even that presently available information allows prediction of the “best” model. Indeed, COGME has advocated consortium demonstration projects in the past, and does so now again. Nonetheless, there are certain characteristics that should be imbedded in any consortium, no matter how its developers intend to merge and restructure their individual organizations (see “Idealized Models”).

To justify public support, consortium demonstration projects must be committed to providing a cost-effective administrative framework within which education and workforce reform can occur. In return, all payers of health care services should provide the funds necessary to ensure successful completion of the project. While funding should ideally include all payers of health care (Medicare, Medicaid and the private sector), in the absence of enactment of a shared responsibility fund for graduate medical education, the states and private medical insurance industry should be encouraged to provide matching resources to those provided by the federal government through the Medicare program.

To promote innovation, the financial risks inherent in these projects, especially in altering the size and composition of graduate medical education programs, should be reduced. Neither the consortium collectively, nor its individual partners, should stand to lose graduate medical education payments during the demonstration period. However, any “hold harmless” provision should be made contingent on the consortium agreeing to a “workforce contingency”; that is, agreeing to restructure its training programs in a defined fashion. Given national physician workforce needs, a commitment to increasing the output of generalists while at the same time decreasing the output of subspecialists would be a reasonable approach.

In return for graduate medical education payments being guaranteed (at the level the year prior to the award) for the duration of the award, consortia with less than 50% generalist residents could agree, for example, to increase their output of generalists by 20%, and decrease their output of subspecialists by 25%, over each three year period of the award or until a 1:1 distribution of the two groups was attained. Consortia with 50% or more generalist residents (residents in family practice, general internal medicine, general pediatrics, preventive medicine and geriatric medicine training programs) could agree to maintain at least this proportion of generalist trainees for the duration of the award.

The effects of the suggested parameters in three hypothetical model consortia over a nine year time period (representing three renewable 3-year project grant periods) are summarized in Table 18. All start with 1000 residents, but have different ratios of generalist to subspecialist trainees. Consortium A, with 40% generalist trainees, most closely resembles the overall distribution of residents reported in 1995-96: 39,411 residents in generalist specialties out of a total of 98,035 (40.2%). Consortium A achieves the required generalist to subspecialist ratio after only three years, and with only a very modest decrease in the total number of trainees (7%). In contrast, more subspecialty dominant consortia (Consortia B and C) require six and nine years, respectively, to reach the desired ratio.

### Table 18 – Consortium Demonstration Projects

Effects of Hypothetical Workforce Contingency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Generalists</th>
<th>Subspecialists</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consortium A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consortium B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consortium C</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ratio = ratio of generalist to total residents in training. See text for discussion.*
and undergo more significant contraction (17% and 32%, respectively).

Demonstration project funding could also contain incentives to ensure certain organizational structures (for example, the transfer of official sponsorship of residency programs from individual members to the consortium) and to promote physician workforce policy goals (for example, increasing the ratio of generalist, women and minority residents to total residents, increasing the number of graduates practicing in Health Professions Shortage Areas, and so on) (Table 19).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 19 – Consortium Demonstration Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential Funding Incentives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The total number of residents sponsored by the consortium, as opposed to individual members (“sponsorship” being defined as official responsibility for the management of a graduate medical education program, i.e., recognition by the appropriate accrediting body—the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education for allopathic programs and the American Osteopathic Association’s Council on Postdoctoral Training for osteopathic programs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physician Workforce Policy Goals</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The ratio of generalist (family practice, general internal medicine, general pediatrics, preventive medicine, geriatric medicine) residents to total residents;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The ratio of women to total residents;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The ratio of residents from underrepresented minorities (African Americans, Mexican Americans, American Indians/Alaska Natives, mainland Puerto Ricans) to total residents;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In the second through subsequent years of the award, the ratio of consortium graduates practicing in Health Professions Shortage Areas to total consortium graduates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Determining how educational consortia might best be structured will likely prove a more simple task than promoting their widespread implementation. Consortia are still relatively rare. One reason for this is that, for the most part, policy makers have yet to devise financing methods that favor, or even use, consortia. To promote the development of consortia, federal and state policy makers will have to provide appropriate incentives.

The importance of such incentives is perhaps best illustrated by the history of Area Health Education Centers (AHECs) and by the recent development of consortia in New York and Tennessee. Originally envisioned by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, AHECs have a broad mandate to train many types of health professionals and address health care delivery in underserved areas. Although now more dependent on state support, federal development grants were critical to the early success of the AHEC program.

Likewise, despite a long interest in consortia, dating back to their endorsement by the New York State Commission on Graduate Medical Education in 1986, it was not until state development grants were made available that large numbers of consortia began to be organized in New York. Health care reimbursement incentives for consortium development and workforce reform are also part of the New York State Health Reform Act of 1996 and have led to the development of guidelines for the certification of graduate medical education consortia by the New York State Council on Graduate Medical Education. Enacted as a component of the state TennCare program, health care reimbursement incentives for workforce reform and consortium development in Tennessee have had similar effects.

Incentives to promote the widespread development of consortia could be modeled after those established by the consortium demonstration projects. At a minimum, these should include financial incentives that would enhance the composition, geographic distribution and diversity of the physician workforce. In addition, these incentives ideally should have a "shared responsibility" mantra, including defined contributions from all payers of health care services: Medicare, Medicaid and the private insurance industry alike.
Summary & Conclusions

Medical education consortia have been proposed as the solution to many of the problems currently facing medical education, especially graduate medical education. However, given their mixed record, the question naturally arises whether the widespread adoption of consortia would provide a vehicle for rationalizing the presently fragmented graduate medical education system, for maintaining and enhancing educational quality and for reforming the physician workforce. It is certainly reasonable to expect consortia to provide a framework within which medical education, and especially graduate medical education, can be critically examined and an equitable forum within which all interested constituencies can participate. Indeed, existing consortia can point to enhanced working relations and management efficiencies with justifiable pride. However, as currently structured, consortia do not represent a fundamentally new approach to medical education. Nor, by themselves and in the absence of appropriate incentives, should they be expected to reform the physician workforce.

Consortia are certainly not a panacea for all the problems of the present system of medical education. Consortia, acting alone, cannot deal with the separation of responsibility for medical education or the malalignment of medical education with health care needs. These are tasks for the leadership of academic medicine as a whole. Nor should the concept of medical education consortia—or its avid promotion—be used to divert attention from the lack of a secure funding base for medical education, the service needs of academic medical centers or the health care needs of the uninsured. Most importantly, the promotion of medical education consortia should not be seen as a substitute for reforming the financing of graduate medical education or for substantive reform of the health care system itself.

Until there are unambiguous incentives for expanding the content, and diversifying the process, of medical education, health care delivery expectations will likely continue to exceed the performance of the present health care system. There is no inherent linkage between the concept of medical education consortia and the quality of medical education. One can exist without the other on the one hand, while on the other, one does not necessarily result in the other. Conscious efforts on the part of consortia to address the quality of medical education and aggressive enforcement of standards on the part of accrediting and licensing bodies will be necessary if consortia are to be a force in maintaining and enhancing educational quality. This is a task that will require the active and explicit support of the leadership of academic medicine, and a realization on the part of policy makers that quality is best assured by reorganizing graduate medical education around the institutions best equipped to deal with it—the nation’s universities and medical schools.

The idea that graduate medical education consortia, in and of themselves, will be able to improve the composition, distribution and diversity of the physician workforce is also seriously flawed. There is no inherent linkage between the concept of medical education consortia and the achievement of national physician workforce objectives. Conscious efforts on the part of consortia to address physician workforce objectives and appropriate incentives on the part of policy makers to encourage them to do so will be necessary if consortia are to be a means or a force in meeting those objectives. This is a task that will require extensive input from all sectors of the health care industry and the experience of a broad range of social, economic and legal policy experts as well.

Finally, it is imperative to keep in mind that education reform will not, by itself, reform the health care system. Rather the driving force is in the opposite direction. Samuel Thier, then President of Brandeis University, in his keynote address to the 1992 Macy Foundation conference on graduate medical education perhaps said this best: “The problem is not with graduate medical education. Rather, the problem lies in the way the nation reimburses for health care services and in the way the entire health system is organized. Every time you fail to remember that, you set yourself up to be frustrated five or ten years down the road, when all the corrections you have made, even if they were all good and all well carried out, fail to have the outcome that you were hoping for. You have to continually remind yourself that the change you bring about, important as it is, cannot transform the health system”.

COGME believes that the consortium concept could serve both as a catalyst and as a unifying force in reorganizing medical education. COGME further believes that appropriately structured educational consortia could provide a solid foundation upon which substantive educational and workforce
reform could take place. Such a role requires that consortia have the authority and responsibility to determine the content and assess the quality of medical education, to define educational and workforce outcomes, and to receive and distribute educational resources.

COGME considers support of the specific recommendations in this report a wise and prudent investment in the continuing effort to provide the nation with easy and equal access to comprehensive, high quality health care. However, COGME emphasizes that although consortia may provide a fertile environment for reform, reform will not take root until more deep-seated problems in the governance and financing of medical education are resolved and the health care system itself is restructured. It is only within such a broad context that an appropriate template for the reform of medical education will be found.
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